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TI 参参考考设设计计：：TIDA-01351
适适用用于于超超声声波波 CW 多多普普勒勒的的高高分分辨辨率率、、高高 SNR 的的真真实实原原始始数数据据
转转换换参参考考设设计计

说说明明

此参考设计是用于超声波成像系统（64、128、192、
256 通道超声波系统）的连续波 (CW) 电压信号调节子

系统。此设计 采用 20 位全差动同步采样，提供真实原

始数据以供处理。此 TI 参考设计包括 I 和 Q 通道的全

差动信号路径，每个通道均采用高性能 SAR 模数转换

器 (ADC) (ADS8900B)、全差动精密放大器

(THS4551)、双低噪声低压降 (LDO) 电压稳压器

(TPS7A8801) 和精密电压基准 (REF5050)。TIDA-
01351 可通过 multiSPI™数字接口与 PH1-EVM 控制器

连接，并可从任一 PC 上通过 USB 接口使用基于 PC
的应用 (GUI) 进行性能评估。

资资源源

TIDA-01351 设计文件夹

ADS8900B 产品文件夹

ADS8910B 产品文件夹

ADS8920B 产品文件夹

THS4551 产品文件夹

TPS7A88 产品文件夹

REF5050 产品文件夹

OPA376 产品文件夹

LM7705 产品文件夹

特特性性

• 两个同步通道（AFE 的 I 和 Q 电压输出）的全差动

信号链提供零延迟真实原始数据，SNR 为

101.2dB，ENOB 为 16.45

• 在单级高带宽、低功耗、低噪声、单电源全差动放

大器 (THS4551) 中实现 8 通道求和、滤波、缓冲和

增益

• 1MSPS 的高采样率便于灵活进行后处理以提高

SNR 和分辨率

• 适合 50Hz 至 20kHz 频率范围的带通滤波

• 由单个 6V 电源供电，总功耗为 258mW

• 设计采用 ADS89x0B（20/18/16 位），INL 为

1ppm，SNR 为 104.5dB SNR

应应用用

• 医用超声波扫描仪

• 工业成像

• 声纳成像设备

• 无损评价设备

咨询我们的 E2E™ 专家

http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
http://www.ti.com.cn/tool/cn/TIDA-01351
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/ADS8900B
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/ADS8910B
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/ADS8920B
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/THS4551
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS7A88
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/REF5050
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/OPA376
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/LM7705
http://www.ti.com/solution/ultrasound_system
http://e2e.ti.com
http://e2e.ti.com/support/applications/ti_designs/
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该 TI 参考设计末尾的重要声明表述了授权使用、知识产权问题和其他重要的免责声明和信息。

1 System Description

Ultrasound imaging systems use high-frequency sound waves (several MHz or more) to image internal
structures by the differing reflected signals produced when a beam of sound waves is projected into the
body and bounces back at the interfaces between those structures. Ultrasound diagnosis differs from
radiological diagnosis in that there is no ionizing radiation involved. The use of ultrasound to create
images is based on the reflection and transmission of a wave at a boundary. When an ultrasound wave
travels inside an object that is made up of different materials with varying densities (such as the human
body), part of the wave is reflected and part of it is transmitted each time the wave encounters a boundary
(for example, between bone and muscle or muscle and fat). The reflected rays are detected and used to
construct an image of the object.

The ultrasound imaging system (图 1) front-end consists of two main sections: a transmit section and a
receive section. The transmit section has a linear or pulse transmitter, which generates excitation pulses
for ultrasound transducers of frequencies typically ranging from 1 to 15 MHz of amplitude ±2.5 to ±100 V.
On the transmit (Tx) side, the Tx beam former determines the delay pattern and pulse train that set the
desired transmit focal point. Ultrasound transducers are piezoelectric transducers that undergo mechanical
deformation on the application of electrical pulses, which, in turn, produce ultrasound waveforms and the
reverse process of an ultrasound wave at the surface of the transducer. The received ultrasound wave
excites the transducer element to generate equivalent electrical energy. The reflected signal received by
the transducer is conditioned by the receive (Rx path). There is a T/R switch, generally a diode bridge,
which blocks the high voltage Tx pulses and protects the Rx circuit. This T/R switch can be either stand
alone or integrate in the transmit pulsers. The T/R switch is followed by the receive AFE. The AFE usually
incorporates a low-noise amplifier (LNA), voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA), programmable-gain amplifier
(PGA), and an ADC to produce digitized output and, given to the receive beam former FPGA and then to
the DSP for processing, image formation and display. Time gain control, which provides increased gain for
signals from deeper in the body (and therefore arriving later), is under operator control and used to
maintain image uniformity. Time gain control is implemented by controlling the gain of the VCA.

The CW Doppler has a very large dynamic range. During CW, a sine wave transmits continuously by half
of the transducer array, and the other half receives. There is a strong tendency for the Tx signal to leak
into the Rx side, and there are strong reflections coming from stationary body parts that are close to the
surface. This action tends to interfere with examination of, for example, blood flow in a vein deep in the
body with concomitant very weak Doppler signals. The CW Doppler signals cannot be processed through
the main imaging (B-mode) and pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler (F-mode) path in a digital beamforming
system; for this reason, images may be formed as either a sequence of analog levels that are delayed
with analog delay lines, summed, and converted to digital after summation, which is indicated as CW
Doppler processing. Receive AFE also integrates CW mixer and a low noise summer to form a CWD
beam former. LNA output is passed through the CW mixer to demodulate the Doppler frequencies and
produces I and Q signals, all these I and Q signals from all the channels in the same AFE are summed at
a low-noise summer. Sixteen selectable phase delays can be applied to each analog input signal.

The most common use of ultrasound is in creating images, which have industrial and medical applications.
Ultrasound systems have different forms or variants available in the market including cart-based, portable,
or handheld.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图 1 shows the block diagram of an ultrasound imaging system.

图图 1. Ultrasound Imaging System Block Diagram

The TIDA-01351 design is a CW voltage output signal conditioning subsystem for ultrasound imaging
systems, which features 20-bit fully-differential simultaneous sampling with true raw data available for
processing. This TI Design has a fully differential signal path using high-performance SAR ADCs
(ADS8900B), a fully-differential precision amplifier (THS4551), a dual, low-noise LDO voltage regulator
(TPS7A88), and a precision voltage reference (REF5050). The TIDA-01351 can be interfaced with the
PH1-EVM controller through the multiSPI digital interface, and the performance can be evaluated using a
PC-based application (GUI) from any PC, through the USB interface. This TI Design can be used for both
cart-based and portable ultrasound systems where simultaneous sampling and true raw data availability
are the key selection requirements.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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1.1 Key System Specifications

表表 1. Key System Specifications

PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS
Number of channels Two, simultaneous sampling
Input type Differential
Input range ±10 µVp-p to ±500 mVp-p, fully differential
Resolution 20 bit

SNR
101.2 dB at 2-kHz signal input (gain = 1)
92.3 dB at 2-kHz signal input (gain = 10)
92.1 dB at 20-kHz signal input (gain = 10)

ENOB
16.45 at 2-kHz signal input (gain = 1)
15.44 at 2-kHz signal input (gain = 10)
15.01 at 20-kHz signal input (gain = 10)

Power 258 mW
Form factor 120 mm × 85 mm

This reference design supports only I and Q voltage outputs from AFE; the AFEs must be configured for I
and Q voltage outputs. I and Q current outputs are not supported by this reference design. 表 2 shows the
TI AFEs compatible with this reference design.

表表 2. AFEs Compatible With TIDA-01351

AFE CW OUTPUT
AFE5808 Voltage or current output

AFE5808A Voltage or current output
AFE5807 Voltage or current output
AFE5809 Voltage or current output
AFE5818 Voltage or current output
AFE5812 Voltage or current output

AFE58JD18 Voltage or current output

表 3 compares the performance of the different TI SAR ADCs versus their resolution. These devices are
drop-in replacement with pin compatibility. For test result details, see 节 3.2.2.3.

表表 3. Comparison of TI SAR ADC Performance versus Resolution

SAR ADC BITS SNR
ADS8900B 20 94.3 dB at 2-kHz input signal, 90.7 dB at 20-kHz input signal (with gain = 10)
ADS8910B 18 94.1 dB at 2-kHz input signal, 88.8 dB at 20-kHz input signal (with gain = 10)
ADS8920B 16 92.7 dB at 2-kHz input signal, 88.4 dB at 20-kHz input signal (with gain = 10)

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2 System Overview

2.1 Block Diagram

图图 2. Block Diagram

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.2 Highlighted Products

2.2.1 ADS890xB

The ADS8900B, ADS8902B, and ADS8904B (ADS890xB) belong to a family of pin-to-pin compatible,
high-speed, high-precision successive-approximation-register (SAR) ADCs with an integrated reference
buffer and integrated LDO regulator. These devices support unipolar, fully-differential analog input signals
with ±1-ppm INL and 104.5-dB SNR specifications under typical operating conditions. The integrated LDO
enables single-supply operation with low-power consumption. The integrated reference buffer supports
burst-mode data acquisition with 20-bit precision for the first sample. External reference voltages in the
range of 2.5 to 5 V are supported, which offers a wide selection of input ranges without additional input
scaling. The integrated multiSPI digital interface is backward-compatible to the traditional SPI protocol.
Additionally, configurable features simplify board layout, timing, and firmware and support high throughput
at lower clock speeds. The multiSPI digital interface allows for easy interface with a variety of
microcontrollers (MCUs), digital signal processors (DSPs), and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
The ADS890xB family is offered in a space-saving, 4-mm × 4-mm VQFN package and is specified over
the extended temperature range of –40°C to 125°C.

2.2.2 THS4551

The THS4551 fully-differential amplifier offers an easy interface from single-ended sources to the
differential output required by high-precision ADCs. Designed for exceptional DC accuracy, low noise, and
robust capacitive load driving, this device is well suited for data acquisition systems where high precision
is required along with the best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR)
through the amplifier and ADC combination. The THS4551 features the negative rail input required when
interfacing a dc-coupled, ground-centered source signal to a single-supply differential input ADC. Very-low
DC error and drift terms support the emerging 16- to 20-bit SAR input requirements. A wide-range output
common-mode control supports the ADC running from 1.8- to 5-V supplies with ADC common-mode input
requirements from 0.7 V to greater than 3.0 V. The THS4551 device is characterized for operation over
the wide temperature range of –40°C to 125°C and is available in 8-pin VSSOP, 16-pin VQFN, and 10-pin
WQFN packages.

2.2.3 TPS7A88

The TPS7A88 is a dual, low-noise (3.8 µVRMS) LDO voltage regulator capable of sourcing 1 A per channel
with only 200 mV of maximum dropout. The TPS7A88 provides the flexibility of two independent LDOs
and approximately 50% smaller solution size than two single-channel LDOs. Each output is adjustable
with external resistors from 0.8 to 5.0 V. The TPS7A88 wide input-voltage range supports operation as low
as 1.4 V and up to 6.5 V. With 1% output voltage accuracy (over line, load, and temperature) and soft-
start capabilities to reduce in-rush current, the TPS7A88 is ideal for powering sensitive analog low-voltage
devices [such as voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs), ADCs, digital-to-analog converters (DACs), high-
end processors, and FPGAs]. The TPS7A88 is designed to power up noise sensitive components such as
those found in high-speed communication, video, medical, or test and measurement applications. The
very-low 4-µVRMS output noise and wideband PSRR (40 dB at 1 MHz) minimizes phase noise and clock
jitter. These features maximize performance of clocking devices, ADCs, and DACs.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.2.4 OPA376

The OPA376 family represents a new generation of low-noise operational amplifiers with e-trim™, which
offer outstanding DC precision and AC performance. Rail-to-rail input and output (RRIO), low offset (25
μV, maximum), low noise (7.5 nV/√Hz), a quiescent current of 950 μA (maximum), and a 5.5-MHz
bandwidth make this part very attractive for a variety of precision and portable applications. In addition,
this device has a reasonably wide supply range with excellent PSRR, making it attractive for applications
that run directly from batteries without regulation. The OPA376 (single version) is available in MicroSIZE
SC70-5, SOT-23-5, and SOIC-8 packages. The OPA2376 (dual) is offered in the DSBGA-8, VSSOP-8,
and SOIC-8 packages. The OPA4376 (quad) is offered in a TSSOP-14 package. All versions are specified
for operation from –40°C to 125°C.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.2.5 LM7705

The LM7705 device is a switched capacitor voltage inverter with a low-noise, –0.23-V fixed negative
voltage regulator. This device is designed to be used with low-voltage amplifiers to enable the amplifiers
output to swing to zero volts. The −0.23 V is used to supply the negative supply pin of an amplifier while
maintaining less than 5.5 V across the amplifier. Rail-to-rail output amplifiers cannot output 0 V when
operating from a single-supply voltage and can result in error accumulation due to amplifier output
saturation voltage being amplified by following gain stages. A small negative supply voltage will prevent
the amplifiers output from saturating at 0 V and will help maintain an accurate zero through a signal
processing chain. Additionally, when an amplifier is used to drive an input of the ADC, the amplifier can
output a zero voltage signal and the full input range of an ADC can be used. The LM7705 device has a
shutdown pin to minimize standby power consumption.

2.2.6 REF5050

The REF50xx is a family of low-noise, low-drift, and very-high precision voltage references. These
references are capable of both sinking and sourcing current and have excellent line and load regulation.
Excellent temperature drift (3 ppm/°C) and high accuracy (0.05%) are achieved using proprietary design
techniques. These features, combined with very-low noise, make the REF50xx family ideal for use in high-
precision data acquisition systems. Each reference voltage is available in both high grade (REF50xxIDGK
and REF50xxID) and standard grade (REF50xxAIDGK and REF50xxAID). The reference voltages are
offered in 8-pin VSSOP and SOIC packages and are specified from –40°C to 125°C.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3 System Design Theory

The system consists of a summing stage, active filter, ADC driver, charge kickback filter, and a SAR ADC.
Two such stages are used in this TI Design, one for I and other for Q voltage output signal, which
demonstrates simultaneous sampling of I and Q signals received from receive AFEs. The I and Q voltage
outputs from different receive AFEs are summed and filtered before digitizing. The TIDA-01351 design
demonstrates the summing of I and Q signals from eight receive AFEs. The ADC used in this TI Design is
a 1-MSPS, 20-bit fully-differential SAR ADC. The SAR ADC provides true raw data with low latency and
good SNR. For even higher SNR, an external digital filter can be used. The TIDA-01351 filter design is
designed to have a completely flat passband for the audio band ranging from 54 Hz to 20 kHz. This TI
Design also has a complete low-noise power supply solution.

2.3.1 Summing Stage, Active Filter, ADC Driver, and Charge Kickback Filter

图 3 shows the summing stage, active filter, gain stage, ADC driver, charge kickback filter, and ADC. The
same circuit is replicated for both I and Q channels.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图图 3. Summing Stage, Active Filter, ADC Driver, and Charge Kickback Filter Circuit

2.3.1.1 Summing Circuit and Gain Stage

Summing circuit is designed to sum all the I and Q voltage outputs from eight receive AFEs of ultrasound
system. Each input signal is differential, and the same circuit is used for both I and Q signals. Assuming
the same input is coming from the receive AFEs, the Thevenin equivalent of all summing resistor R (1 kΩ;
see 图 3) is Rth 120 Ω (see 图 4). This Rth (120 Ω), R1 (887 Ω), and R2 (10 kΩ) forms a gain of 10 [R2 /
(Rth + R1)]. In some applications if the input signal level is low, such a high gain is required.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图图 4. Thevenin Equivalent of Summing Stage

2.3.1.2 Input High-Pass Band Limiting Filter

In reference to 图 3, the high-pass filter, R1, and C1 are calculated for a 54-Hz, –3-dB cutoff frequency.

For RC filter cutoff frequency, use 公式 1.

(1)

Where:

• R1 = 887 Ω

• C1 = 3.3 µF

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3.1.3 Input Low-Pass Band Limiting Filter

In reference to 图 3, the low-pass filter, R2, and C2 are calculated for 285 kHz, –3-dB cutoff frequency.

For RC filter cutoff frequency, use 公式 2.

(2)

Where:

• R2 = 10 kΩ

• C2 = 56 pF

2.3.1.4 Input Driver Circuit

2.3.1.4.1 Input Buffer Amplifier

The input driver circuit for a high-precision ADC consists of two main parts: a driving amplifier and a
flywheel RC filter. The amplifier is used for signal conditioning of the input signal. The driving amplifier's
low output impedance provides a buffer between the signal source and the switched capacitor inputs of
the ADC. The RC filter helps attenuate the sampling charge injection from the switched capacitor input
stage of the ADC and functions as a charge kickback filter to band-limit the wideband noise.

The input op amp must support following key specifications:
1. RRIO
2. Low power, low noise
3. High, small-signal bandwidth with low distortion at high frequencies

The THS4551 is designed to drive precision (16-, 18- and 20-bit) SAR ADCs at sample rates up to 1
MSPS. The combination of low-output impedance (10 Ω at 10 kHZ to 1 MHz). low THD, low noise (3
nV/√Hz), and fast settling time (18-bit settling time: 4-V step, < 500 ns) make the THS4551 the ideal
choice for driving the SAR ADC inputs. The THS4551 is a fully differential amplifier; hence, only one op
amp is required to drive an ADC. The device also has independent control over output common mode.
THS4551 provides a very good noise figure of 3 nV/√Hz, with single-ended op amps the noise figure will
be 1.414 times the value specified for the op amp. In this TI Design, two THS4551 devices can be
replaced with a single dual FDA THS4552. See the THS4552 datasheet[4] for more details.

2.3.1.4.1.1 Settling Time

For DC signals with fast transients (including multiplexed input signals), a high-bandwidth filter is designed
to allow accurate settling of the signal at the inputs of the ADC during the small acquisition time window.
This condition is critical to maintain the overall linearity performance of the ADC. Typically, the amplifier
datasheets specify the output settling performance only up to 0.1% to 0.001%, which may not be sufficient
for the desired 20-bit accuracy. Therefore, always verify the settling behavior of the input driver by TINA-
TI™ SPICE-based simulations before selecting the amplifier.

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
http://www.ti.com/lit/pdf/sbos831
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In 图 5, CFLT is connected as differential capacitor across the input of the ADC. This capacitor helps
reduce the sampling charge injection and provides a charge bucket to quickly charge the internal sample
and-hold capacitors during the acquisition process. Generally, the value of this capacitor must be at least
20 times the specified value of the ADC sampling capacitance. For the ADS8900B, the input sampling
capacitance is equal to 60 pF; therefore, it is recommended to keep greater than 1200 pF. The capacitor
must be a COG- or NPO-type because these capacitor types have a high-Q, low-temperature coefficient,
low-voltage coefficient, and stable electrical characteristics under varying frequency, and time. Besides
reducing the sampling charge injection, the RC filter helps to band-limit the noise fed into the input of the
ADC. See the Precision Analog Applications Seminar[2] for details on driving the SAR ADC.

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
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图 5 shows the input circuit of a typical SAR ADC. During the acquisition phase, the SW switch closes and
connects the sampling capacitor (CSH) to the input driver circuit. This action introduces a transient on the
input pins of the SAR ADC. An ideal amplifier with 0 Ω of output impedance and infinite current drive can
settle this transient in zero time. For a real amplifier with non-zero output impedance and finite drive
strength, this switched capacitor load may create stability issues.

图图 5. Input Sample and Hold Circuit for Typical SAR ADC

The RC charge kickback filter helps address these issues. The capacitor CFLT helps reduce the sampling
charge-kickback at the ADC input and provides a charge bucket to quickly charge the input capacitor CSH

during the sampling process.

When SW closes, the worst-case voltage difference between the sampling capacitor (CSH) and the filter
capacitor (CFLT) is the full-scale input range supported by the SAR ADC (that is, VREF). The charge required
for the ADC sampling capacitor is given by 公式 3.

(3)

As a general rule, the value of the capacitor CFLT must be selected such that it provides this charge without
dropping its voltage by more than 5% (see 公式 4).

(4)

By the principle of charge conservation, the charge required by the sampling capacitor must be equal to
the charge provided by the filter capacitor. Using this principle, derive 公式 5, 公式 6, and 公式 7.

(5)

(6)

(7)

注注: Driving capacitive loads can degrade the phase margin of the input amplifiers, thus, making
the amplifier marginally unstable. To avoid amplifier stability issues, series isolation resistors
(RFLT) are used at the output of the amplifiers. A higher value of RFLT is helpful from the
amplifier stability perspective, but adds distortion as a result of interactions with the nonlinear
input impedance of the ADC. Distortion increases with source impedance, input signal
frequency, and input signal amplitude. Therefore, the selection of RFLT requires balancing the
stability and distortion of the design.

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
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2.3.1.4.1.2 RC Filter Passive Components Selection

The critical passive components are resistor (RFLT) and capacitor (CFLT) for RC filter. The resistor tolerance
must be less than 1% because use of differential capacitor at input balances the effect due to any resistor
mismatch. The type of capacitor should be COG (NPO) because this capacitor has high-Q and low-
temperature coefficient and stable electrical characteristics over voltage, frequency, and time variations.

2.3.1.4.1.3 To Select CFLT

The input capacitance for the ADS8900B is 60 pF. The filter capacitor CFLT should be 20 times greater
than the sampling capacitor of ADC (公式 7).

(8)

2.3.1.4.1.4 To Select RFLT

Minimum value of RFLT can be derived as 公式 9.

(9)

Considering the effect of RC filter on op amp stability using AOL response, the output resistance of
THS4551 is Ro = 10 Ω and substituted in .

So, the value of RFLT can be chosen greater than 1.11 Ω.

The RFLT and CFLT are calculated for 15-MHz, –3-dB cutoff frequency with RFLT and CFLT value
consideration. For the RC filter cutoff frequency, see 公式 10.

(10)

Where:

• CFLT = 2 nF

• f-3dB = 15 MHz

(11)

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3.2 Analog-to-Digital Conversion

The ADS8900B is a fully-differential, 20-bit, 1-MSPS SAR ADC with integrated reference buffer, integrated
LDO, and multiSPI digital interface. The SAR ADC provides true raw data with low latency and good SNR.
For even higher SNR, an external digital filter can be used.

ADC SPI (multiSPI): The ADS8900B has integrated multiSPI that is backward compatible with the
traditional SPI and configurable SDO lines (one, two, three, and four) . The configurable feature simplifies
board layout, timing and firmware, and achieves high throughput at lower clock speeds, thus, allowing
easy interface with embedded MCUs, DSPs, and FPGAs. 图 6 shows the logical connection for
simultaneous I and Q sampling. 图 7 shows the configuration for independent I or Q channel sampling.
Detailed information on multiSPI can be found in ADS8900B datasheets[5].

图图 6. MultiSPI Configuration for Simultaneous I and Q Sampling

图图 7. MultiSPI Configuration for Independent I or Q Channel Sampling

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
http://www.ti.com/lit/pdf/sbas728
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2.3.3 Reference Voltage Generation and CM Voltage Generation

The onboard 5-V reference REF5050 (ultra-low noise, low drift, and high precision) generates both ADC
common-mode voltage and ADC reference voltage. To exercise the complete dynamic range of the
ADS8900B, the common-mode voltage at the ADS8900B inputs is established at a value of 2.5 V (5 V / 2)
by using the VCOM pins of the THS4551 amplifier’s onboard reference REF5050. The reference buffer
can be realized using a single amplifier having high bandwidth, low open-loop output impedance, low
offset, and low drift specifications, as shown in 图 8. The output broadband noise of the reference is
heavily filtered by a low-pass filter with a 3-dB cutoff frequency of 160 Hz for CM voltage generation.

图图 8. Reference Voltage Generation and CM Voltage Generation

2.3.4 Power Supply

The TPS7A88 is selected is to convert 6-V input to 5.3 V and 3.3 V. With The TPS7A88’s flexibility of
having two independent LDOs, it is possible to generate a voltage output of 5.3 V for the analog section
and 3.3 V for the digital section of the ADC. The TPS7A88 has 1-A, low noise (3.8 µVRMS), and wideband
PSSR capability, which makes it well suited for this TI Design.

图图 9. The Power Tree

The EEPROM on the ADS8900BEVM uses a 3.3-V power supply generated directly by the precision host
interface (PHI). The ADC and analog input drive circuits are powered by the TPS7A88 onboard, which is a
low-noise linear regulator that uses the 6-V input to generate a cleaner 5.3-V and 3.3-V output. The 3.3 V
is supplied to the digital section of the ADC. The power supply for each active component on board is
bypassed with a ceramic capacitor placed close to that component.

To get better noise rejection, ferrite beads are used at the output of both 5V3 and 3V3 power supplies.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3.5 Host Interface

PHI is TI’s SAR ADC evaluation platform, which supports the entire TI SAR ADC family. By using PHI, the
TIDA-01351 easily communicates with the host PC using a USB interface. PHI supports the ADS8900B
multiSPI and onboard configuration I²C EEPROM interface. PHI GUI software can be used to evaluate
both AC and DC parameter of the ADS8900B. For more information on PHI, refer to the ADS8900BEVM-
PDK quick start guide[6]. The TIDA-01351 board along with the PHI controller board enables the
accompanying computer software to communicate with the ADC over USB for data capture and analysis.
The PHI board primarily serves three functions:

• Provides a communication interface from the TIDA-01351 board to the computer through a USB port

• Provides the digital input and output signals necessary to communicate with the ADS8900B

• Supplies power to all EEPROM on TIDA-01351 board

The TIDA-01351 board interfaces with the PHI that, in turn, communicates with the computer over USB.
There are two devices on board with which the PHI communicates: the ADS8900B ADC (over SPI or
multiSPI) and the EEPROM (over I2C). Once the hardware is initialized, the EEPROM is no longer used.

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
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3 Hardware, Software, Testing Requirements, and Test Results

3.1 Required Hardware and Software

3.1.1 Hardware

图图 10. TIDA-01351 PCB Connector Configuration

• Power supply connector (J23): This pin is used to connect the input power supply. Set power supply to
6 V with 1-A current limit.

• Input signal (J3-J18): Eight differential input signals are fed to the board using the connectors from J3
to J18. These signals will be summed, filtered, and amplified before digitizing.

• PHI board interface connector (J24): The PHI interface connector uses the TIDA-01351 to
communicate with the host through USB interface. By using PHI, the TIDA-01351 easily communicates
with the host PC using a USB interface. PHI supports the ADS8900B multiSPI and onboard
configuration I2C EEPROM interface.

• Programming interface: The PHI interface connector uses the TIDA-01351 to communicate with the
host through USB interface. By using PHI, the TIDA-01351 easily communicates with the host PC
using a USB interface. PHI supports the ADS8900B multiSPI and onboard configuration I2C EEPROM
interface. See 节 2.3.5 for more details.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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3.1.2 Software

3.1.2.1 ADS8900BGUI Panel

The ADS8900B GUI software, which is based on the LabVIEW™ platform, validates the reference design.

图 11 and 图 12 show the available test options in ADS8900B GUI.

图图 11. ADS8900B GUI Demonstrate AC Parameter—Time
Domain Display

图图 12. ADS8900B GUI Demonstrate AC
Parameter—Spectral Analysis

The ADS8900B GUI can be used to validate the following system key specifications:

1. Linearity analysis
• DNL
• INL
• Accuracy

2. Histogram analysis
• Effective resolution

3. Spectral analysis
• SNR
• THD
• SFDR
• SINAD
• ENOB

ADS8900B GUI software can be found at the ADS8900B product folder.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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3.1.2.2 ADS8900B Software Start-up Instruction

1. Download the latest version of the ADS8900B EVM GUI Installer[7] from the Tools and Software folder
of the ADS8900B, and run the GUI installer to install the EVM GUI software on the user’s computer.

2. Accept the license agreements and follow the on-screen instructions to complete the installation.
3. See the ADS8900BEVM-PDK User's Guide[8] to install the software GUI.
4. See the ADS8900BEVM-PDK User's Guide[8] for GUI settings for ADC control and results capture.

3.2 Testing and Results

3.2.1 Test Setup

图 13 shows the TIDA-01351 test setup to validate the ultrasound CW voltage output signal conditioning
unit. The test must evaluate the performance of a high-speed (1-MSPS) and high-resolution (20-bit)
system that is compliant with testing requirements. The setup has an audio precision AP2700 waveform
generator, which is capable of generating a sine pattern with a signal frequency up to 200 kHz. The device
requires high precision with very-low ripple power supply to power entire system. This design requires 6-V
DC at 43 mA with high precision and low-ripple power. The 6-V DC voltage is generated using Keithley
triple output power supply (2230G). The power supply is capable of generating up to 30 V with 0.03%
voltage accuracy and 0.1% current accuracy with simultaneous voltage and current indication. The data
capturing is established using USB 2.0 interface.

图图 13. TIDA-01351 Test Setup

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUCD9.pdf
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图 14 shows the connections used in testing the TIDA-01351

The ADS8900B GUI software must be installed in the host computer before testing.
1. Plug the PHI interface board to the connector J24.
2. Connect 6-V DC of power to the J23 connector. Ensure the positive terminal is connected to the

positive input of J23 and the negative terminal is connected to the negative input of J23.
3. Connect the differential output of function generator to the differential input terminal (J3 connector only)

of the TIDA-00732 board (for a 2-kHz input signal frequency, 500 mVp-p). The test was done by using
only one differential input for both I and Q channel. Hence, the resistors, R (图 3), used on the board
was 120 Ω, which is the Thevenin equivalent of eight 1-kΩ resistors used for the eight different
channels. The identical circuit was used for both I and Q signals. Also, make sure both differential
signals are balanced and configured, as shown in 表 4.

图图 14. TIDA-01351 Control Through PHI Controller Using ADS8900B GUI

表表 4. Function Generator Settings

FUNCTION GENERATOR
Pattern Sine

Voltage 500 mVp-p at 2 kHz, 20 kHz
10 uVp-p at 2 kHz

Frequency 2 kHz, 20 kHz
Source impedance 40 Ω

To evaluate the performance of TIDA-01351, the following test cases were created:
1. Generate as sine wave of 500 mVp-p (adjust to cover full dynamic input range, 2 kHz and 20 kHz).
2. Run ADS8900B GUI.
3. Capture the spectral analysis results (SNR, THD, and ENOB) and time domain display results.

The test results are taken for 2-kHz and 20-kHz input frequency for a 500-mVp-p input voltage and a 2-
kHz input frequency for 10 µVp-p.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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3.2.2 Test Data

3.2.2.1 ADC Sensitivity Measured With 2-kHz Input Signal

图 15 shows the ADC's minimum detectable capability. The capability was captured with a 2-kHz input
signal with a gain of 10. This test confirms that ADC can discern a 10-µVp-p signal.

图图 15. ADC Sensitivity Measured With 10-µVp-p Input Signal at 2 kHz

3.2.2.2 ADC AC Performance (SNR and ENOB) With Gain of 1

图 16 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with a gain of 1 at 2 kHz. The SNR is 101.2
dB at a high speed of 1 MSPS, ENOB is 16.45.

图图 16. ADC Performance at 2-kHz Input With Gain of 1

http://www.ti.com.cn
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3.2.2.3 ADC AC Performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) With Gain of 10

图 17 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with a gain of 10 at 2 kHz. The SNR is 94.8
dB at a high speed of 1 MSPS, ENOB is 15.44, and THD is equal to –113.1 dB.

图图 17. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 2 kHz

图 18 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with a gain of 10 at 20 kHz. The SNR is 92.1
dB at a high speed of 1 MSPS, ENOB is 15.01, and THD is equal to 110.12 dB.

图图 18. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 20 kHz

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图 19 shows the phase-shifted time domain display of I and Q signals. One channel is given an
attenuation and phase shift compared to the other channel.

图图 19. Time Domain Display of I and Q Signals (With Attenuation and Phase Shift Given
on One Channel)

图 20 shows the time domain display of 20-kHz I and Q signals. Both signals are in phase and have the
same gain.

图图 20. Time Domain Display of I and Q Signals at 20 kHz

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图 21 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q signals
(Gain = 10 at 20 kHz). The SNR is 89.4 dB and 89.9 dB at a high speed of 1 MSPS, ENOB is 14.5 and
14.6, and THD is equal to –104.5 dB and –107.1 dB.

图图 21. ADC AC Performance With Gain of 10 at 20 kHz (Same Gain on Both Channels)

图 22 shows the time domain display of 2 kHz I and Q signals. Both signals are in phase and have the
same gain.

图图 22. Time Domain Display of I and Q signals at 2 kHz

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图 23 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q signals
(Gain = 10 at 2 kHz). The SNR is 91.3 dB and 92.1 dB at a high speed of 1 MSPS, ENOB is 14.8 and
14.9, and THD is equal to –105.4 dB and 108.5 dB.

图图 23. ADC Performance With Gain of 10 at 2 kHz (Same Gain on Both Channels)

图 24 shows time domain display of I and Q signals at 20 kHz. One channel is given twice the gain
compared to the other channel.

图图 24. Time Domain Display of I and Q Signals at 20 kHz (One Channel is Given Half of the Gain
Compared to the Other Channel)

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图 25 shows time domain display of I and Q signals at 2 kHz. One channel is given half of the gain
compared to the other channel.

图图 25. Time Domain Display of I and Q Signals at 2 kHz (One Channel is Given Half of the Gain Compared
to the Other Channel)

图 26 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q signals
(gain = 10 at 2 kHz) using the 18-bit ADC ADS8910B. The SNR is 94.5 dB and 94.1 dB at a high speed of
1 MSPS, ENOB is 15.3 and 15.3, and THD is equal to –112 dB and –115 dB.

图图 26. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 2 kHz Using 18-Bit ADS8910B
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图 27 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q (gain =
10 at 20 kHz) using the 18-bit ADC ADS8910B. The SNR is 88.8 dB and 88.7 dB at a high speed of 1
MSPS, ENOB is 14.4 and 14.4, and THD is equal to –111 dB and –114 dB.

图图 27. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 20 kHz Using 18-Bit ADS8910B

图 28 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q (gain =
10 at 2 kHz) using the 16-bit ADC ADS8920B. The SNR is 92.7 dB and 92.6 dB at a high speed of 1
MSPS, ENOB is 15.1 and 15.0, and THD is equal to –112 dB and –115 dB.

图图 28. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 2 kHz Using 16-Bit ADS8920B
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图 29 shows the ADC performance (SNR, THD, and ENOB) with simultaneous sampling of I and Q (gain =
10 at 20 kHz) using the 16-bit ADC ADS8920B. The SNR is 88.4 dB and 88.2 dB at a high speed of 1
MSPS, ENOB is 14.3 and 14.3, and THD is equal to –111 dB and –114 dB.

图图 29. ADC AC Performance With a Gain of 10 at 20 kHz Using 16-Bit ADS8920B
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4 Design Files

4.1 Schematics

To download the schematics, see the design files at TIDA-01351.

4.2 Bill of Materials

To download the bill of materials (BOM), see the design files at TIDA-01351.

4.3 PCB Layout Recommendations

图图 30. TIDA-01351 Layout Recommendations
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图图 31. TIDA-01351 Power Supply Layout Recommendations

4.3.1 Layout Prints

To download the layer plots, see the design files at TIDA-01351.

4.4 Altium Project

To download the Altium project files, see the design files at TIDA-01351.

4.5 Gerber Files

To download the Gerber files, see the design files at TIDA-01351.

4.6 Assembly Drawings

To download the assembly drawings, see the design files at TIDA-01351.
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5 Software Files

To download the software files, see the design files at TIDA-01351.

6 Related Documentation
1. Texas Instruments, 18-Bit, 1MSPS Data Acquisition Block (DAQ) Optimized for Lowest Distortion and

Noise, TIPD115 Design Guide (SLAU515)
2. Texas Instruments, Seminars View Precision Analog Applications Seminar, Seminar (SLYP166)
3. Texas Instruments, WEBENCH Design Center
4. Texas Instruments, THS4552 Dual-Channel, Low-Noise, Precision 150-MHz, Fully Differential

Amplifier, THS4552 Datasheet (SBOS831)
5. Texas Instruments, ADS890xB 20-Bit, High-Speed SAR ADCs With Integrated Reference Buffer,

Integrated LDO, and multiSPI Digital Interface, ADS8900B, ADS8902B, ADS890B Datasheet
(SBAS728)

6. Texas Instruments, Quick Start Guide: ADS8900BEVM-PDK, Quick Start (SLYU041)
7. Texas Instruments, ADS8900B EVM GUI Installer, Software (SBAC156)
8. Texas Instruments, ADS8900BEVM-PDK User's Guide, User's Guide (SBAU269)

6.1 商商标标

multiSPI, E2E, e-trim, TINA-TI are trademarks of Texas Instruments.
LabVIEW is a trademark of National Instruments.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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